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Abstract In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to learn and evaluate different finite mixture

models (FMMs) for data clustering using a new proposed criterion. The FMM corresponds to

the minimum value of the proposed criterion is considered the most efficient FMM with compact

and essential components for clustering an input data. The proposed algorithm is referred to as

the EMCE algorithm in this paper. The selected FMM by the EMCE algorithm is efficient, in terms

of its complexity and composed of compact and essential components. Essential components have

minimum mutual information, that is, redundancy, among them, and therefore, they have minimum

overlapping among them. The performance of the EMCE algorithm is compared with the perfor-

mances of other algorithms in the literature. Results show the superiority of the proposed algorithm

to other algorithms compared, especially with small data sets that are sparsely distributed or gen-

erated from overlapping clusters.
� 2013 Faculty of Computers and Information, Cairo University.
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1. Introduction

Cluster analysis is an important task in pattern recognition. It
is interested in grouping similar feature vectors in an input
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data set into a number of clusters. Feature vectors in one
cluster are similar to each other more than to other feature
vectors in the other clusters. Different clustering algorithms

are proposed in the literature such as the K-means algorithm
and the FMM [1,2]. The FMM produces a certainty estimate
of the membership of each feature vector to each one of the

clusters in the input data set. This advantage is important
for cluster analysis as it helps data analysts in interpreting
clustering results. Each component in the FMM is usually a

Gaussian distribution. Unsupervised learning of the FMM

parameters is usually achieved via the Expectation–Maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm [3]. The EM algorithm determines the

FMM parameters that maximize the likelihood of this FMM

to fit the input data set. However, the EM algorithm has some
limitations. First, it produces sub-optimal results because it
ty. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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converges to the nearest local maximum of the likelihood

function to the starting point. Second, it produces biased esti-
mates for the mixture parameters when clusters are poorly sep-
arated, that is, overlapped, or when mixing weights of the
mixture components have extreme values, that is, data are

sparsely distributed [4]. Optimization of a FMM is defined
as the minimization of the number of components in the
FMM required for fitting an input data set. Optimization is

a difficult problem in cluster analysis [5]. The optimum
FMM is therefore less complex in terms of the number of its
parameters, that is, it is efficient.

Several criteria are proposed in the literature for the esti-
mation of the number of FMM components and hence the
number of clusters assuming that each cluster is represented

by a component in the FMM. A group of these criteria is
the penalized-likelihood criteria, which include the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) [6], Bezdek’s Partition Coeffi-
cient (PC) [7], and the Minimum Message Length (MML)

criterion [8]. Other examples are the Information Theoretic
Measure of Complexity (ICOMP) [9,10], the Minimum
Description Length (MDL) criterion [11], Akaike’s Informa-

tion Criterion (AIC) [12], the Approximate Weight of Evi-
dence (AWE) criterion [13], and the Evidence-Based
Bayesian (EBB) criterion [14]. It has been shown that the

BIC/MDL criterion performs comparably with both of the
EBB and the MML criteria, and it outperforms many other
criteria in the literature [14]. The Component-Wise EM
(CEM) algorithm [15] is used with an MML-like criterion

that is proposed [16] to estimate the number of FMM compo-
nents. The resulting algorithm overcomes problems of the
common EM algorithm such as obtaining sub-optimal results

and approaching the boundary of the parameter space when
at least one of the components becomes too small. However,
due to the dependency on the EM algorithm, the model se-

lected using these criteria is not necessarily the best model
for clustering small data sets. The selected model does not
necessarily represent well-separated clusters that are clearly

associated with the model components [17].
However, although the BIC/MDL criterion is preferred

when data clusters are separated, and the data size is large
[18], and it produces a good approximation to Bayes factor

[19]; it tends to overestimate the number of components when
cluster shapes are not Gaussian [4]. On the other hand, it tends
to underestimate the number of components when clusters are

overlapping or when the number of feature vectors in the given
data set is small [20]. Also, both of the BIC and the MML cri-
teria have poor performance with sparsely distributed data [21].

Penalized-likelihood criteria compromise the goodness of fit-
ting of the FMM to the input data set with the complexity of
that FMM. Since the mixture complexity is a quadratic func-

tion of the number of features (dimensions) in the input data
set, these criteria are sensitive to the increase of the number
of features in the input data set. In the rest of this paper, the
algorithms that use the BIC and the MML criteria for deter-

mining the number of FMM components are referred to as
the BIC algorithm and the MML algorithm respectively.

A different group of criteria for estimating the number of

FMM components is based on the mutual information theory.
Based on the Bayesian–Kullback Ying–Yang learning theory
[22], a criterion is proposed [23] and used in determining the

number of FMM components [5]. However, due to the depen-
dency on the EM algorithm for learning mixture model
parameters, this criterion has the same drawbacks of the

penalized-likelihood criteria. Therefore, this criterion produces
inaccurate results with small data sets [5]. It includes Data En-
tropy that is used to evaluate different mixture models with
different number of components [24]. However, this criterion

may overestimate the number of components in the presence
of outliers because it is biased toward producing separated
components. Based on the mutual information theory, another

algorithm is proposed [20]. However, this algorithm removes
the largest component that is overlapping with other small
components in the FMM. This produces inaccurate cluster

structure that is obtained from the resulting FMM because
large components in the FMM are supported by the data more
than small components. In addition, deleting large compo-

nents in the FMM causes high losses in the likelihood func-
tion. This algorithm underestimates the number of mixture
components when some clusters are poorly separated. A dif-
ferent algorithm based on mutual information theory is pro-

posed [25]. However, this algorithm has initialization
problem due to starting with small number of components
in the mixture model. This algorithm has satisfactory results

only when the size of the input data set is large as reported
by the authors. With sparse data sets and other data sets con-
taining overlapping clusters, this algorithm underestimates the

number of mixture components due to the use of the histo-
gram method for density estimation. A Bayesian Ying–Yang
(BYY) scale-incremental EM algorithm is proposed [26]. How-
ever, this algorithm has initialization problem due to starting

with small number of components in the mixture model and
using the BYY harmony function as a stopping criterion that
depends on the estimated values of mixture parameters via the

EM algorithm. With data sets that are sparsely distributed and
generated from overlapping clusters, this algorithm underesti-
mates the number of mixture components because the BYY

harmony function is biased toward producing well-separated
clusters of nearly equal size. Recently, an algorithm based
on the mutual information theory, called Tuned Mutual Infor-

mation (TUMI) algorithm, is proposed [21]. This algorithm
overcomes problems of the algorithms that use the penal-
ized-likelihood or the mutual information criteria [21]. How-
ever, the TUMI algorithm contains parameters that need

empirical adjustment. Also, it uses a heuristic condition based
on the change in the likelihood function in selecting the opti-
mal FMM. Finally, the TUMI algorithm does not have a cri-

terion to evaluate the resulting FMM from a specific
initialization point in the data space. Therefore, different re-
sults may be obtained using different initialization points in

the data space, and the optimal number of components of
the FMM is considered the average of the number of compo-
nents of the resulting FMMs [21].

Different criteria for estimating the number of FMM com-
ponents include Adaptive Mixtures algorithm that is a recur-
sive form of the EM algorithm [27]. This algorithm may
overestimate the number of components when the given data

set contains sparsely distributed data [20]. Also, it may under-
estimate the number of components when some clusters in the
data space are poorly separated [21]. In addition, this algo-

rithm does not have a measure that compromises the increase
in the FMM complexity with the goodness of fitting of that
model to the given data. A cross-validated likelihood criterion

is proposed to estimate the number of components in the
FMM using large data sets [28]. However, this criterion re-
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quires a large data set and a sufficient range of the number of

components. In addition, it may overestimate the number of
components when the given data set is sparse [21]. Statistical
tests are proposed to estimate the number of components in
the FMM [29]. However, the output of these tests depends

on a threshold that controls the decision of splitting non-
Gaussian-shape components. In addition, these tests are sensi-
tive to the outliers in the given data set [29]. Finally, these tests

do not compromise fitting the mixture model to the given data
set with the complexity of this model. An algorithm that uses
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling to explore the

space of different model sizes is proposed to estimate the opti-
mum number of components in the FMM according to an en-
tropy-based measure [30]. However, this algorithm may stop at

a local minimum of the entropy function resulting in a model
that is not the optimal one [31]. In addition, this algorithm re-
quires large number of computations similar to the Bayesian
algorithms [32], and therefore, it is not practical [15,31]. A Riv-

al Penalized Expectation–Maximization (RPEM) algorithm is
proposed to learn the model parameters via maximizing a
weighted likelihood [33,34]. This algorithm forces the compo-

nents in a FMM to compete each other such that the parame-
ters of the winner component are updated to adapt to an input
feature vector and all rivals’ parameters are penalized with the

strength proportional to the corresponding posterior probabil-
ities. Therefore, some components in a FMM fade out during
the learning process. However, determining the optimal num-
ber of clusters depends on the number of components with

large weights in the resulting FMM. This number may change
for different runs of the algorithm on the same data set due to
the sensitivity of the EM algorithm to the initialization and the

change in the order of presentation of the input data feature
vectors to the algorithm. The algorithm does not have a crite-
rion to evaluate its different results in order to point out the

optimal FMM for the input data set. In addition, this algo-
rithm assumes that each feature vector in the input data is gen-
erated only from one component in the FMM, which

contradicts the main assumption of the FMM that feature vec-
tors of the input data are generated from all its components
with different probabilities. Therefore, clustering results of
the resulting FMM are inaccurate especially when data are

generated from partially overlapping clusters.
In this paper, a new algorithm that is referred to as the

EMCE algorithm is proposed to integrate the unsupervised

learning and the optimization of the FMM. It learns and eval-
uates different FMMs for clustering an input data set using a
new proposed criterion that is referred to as the EMCE crite-

rion. The FMM corresponds to the minimum value of the
EMCE criterion is considered the most efficient FMM, in
terms of its complexity, that is composed of compact and

essential components for clustering the input data set. This
FMM has the minimum number of components, which have
the minimum within-component variation and the least mutual
information, that is, redundancy among them. The rest of this

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed
EMCE criterion and the proposed EMCE algorithm. Section 3
presents a comparison study of the EMCE algorithm and

other algorithms in the literature such as the TUMI, the
MML, and the BIC algorithms in determining the optimal
number of FMM components and learning their parameters

for clustering an input data set. Section 4 presents the conclu-
sions and the future work.
2. The proposed EMCE algorithm

The EMCE algorithm uses a new proposed EMCE criterion.

This criterion is based on the theory that the best cluster struc-
ture for a given data set should have dense and well-separated
clusters that have the minimum number of parameters to be
estimated. To realize this theory, the EMCE criterion selects

the cluster structure that minimizes the within-cluster varia-
tions, the mutual information among clusters and the product
of the relative weights of clusters in representing the given

data. To introduce the notation, let D ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng be a
given data set that consists of n feature vectors that are inde-
pendently and identically distributed in d-feature space. The

values on each feature are scaled such that they range from 0
to 1. This reduces the sparsity of the data and increases the
accuracy of estimating its cluster structure [35]. The cluster

structure is revealed using the FMM that fits the input data
set. Each component in this model is assumed to represent a
cluster in the input data set. The components of the mixture
model have non-restricted Gaussian distributions. Then, using

a mixture model Mk that contains k components, the density
function of this data set is defined as:

pðxÞ ¼
Xk
i¼1

pðxjhiÞPðhiÞ ð1Þ

where x 2 D and hi are the set of parameters that define the
mean, the covariance matrix, and the mixing weight of the
ith component in Mk, that is, hi ¼ fli;Ri;PðiÞg, where

i= 1:k. This density function is redefined as:

pðxÞ ¼
Xk
i¼1

fiðxÞ ð2Þ

where fi(x) = p(x|hi)p(hi). This equation shows that the mix-
ture model can be regarded as the summation of k sub-density

functions. Based on the general definition of the mutual infor-
mation [2,21], the mutual information between two sub-density
functions fi and fj in Mk is defined as:

Iðfi; fjÞ ¼
X
x2D

X
y2D

rðx; yÞlog2
rðx; yÞ
fðxÞfðyÞ ð3Þ

where r(x,y) is the joint distribution of finding x and y feature

vectors. The mutual information measures how much two dis-
tributions differ from statistical independence. Since x and y

are conditionally independent, the value of r(x,y) can be deter-
mined as:

rðx; yÞ ¼ ½fiðxÞ þ fjðxÞ�½fiðyÞ þ fjðyÞ� ð4Þ

From Eqs. (3) and (4), it is easy to notice that when two sub-

density functions represent two statistically independent distri-
butions, the mutual information between them is zero, other-
wise it is greater than zero. The mutual information between

a certain sub-density function fi and the rest of the mixture
model Mk is then defined as:

Iðfi;Mk � fiÞ ¼
X

fj2Mk�fi

Iðfi; fjÞ ð5Þ

Let the total mean of the given data set be m, where

m ¼
Pk

i¼1li=k. The covariance matrix RT can be decomposed

into the within and the between-clusters covariance matrices

as follows:
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RT ¼ RW þ RB ð6Þ

The within-clusters covariance matrix RW is defined as
follows:

RW ¼
Xk
i¼1

Ri ð7Þ

The between-clusters covariance matrix RB is defined as
follows:

RB ¼
1

k� 1

Xk
i¼1
ðli �mÞðli �mÞT ð8Þ

Then, the proposed EMCE criterion for evaluating differ-
ent mixture models and determining the most efficient model
with compact and essential components corresponds to the

minimum criterion value is as follows:

EMCE ¼ jRWj
jRTj

þ
Pk

i¼1Iðfi;Mk � fiÞPkmax

i¼1 Iðfi;Mkmax
� fiÞ

þ
1=
Qk

i¼1PðiÞ
� �

1=
Qkmax

i¼1 PðiÞ
� � ð9Þ

Minimizing the first term in the EMCE criterion produces
the minimum within-component variation, which in turn re-
sults in the most compact components of the mixture model.

In addition, minimizing the second term produces the mini-
mum mutual information among components, that is, the mix-
ture model is composed of essential and well-separated
components. Finally, minimizing the third term in the EMCE

criterion produces the minimum product of component mixing
weights, that is, the minimum number of components in the
mixture model that have approximately equal weights. This

in turn results in the most efficient model in terms of its com-
plexity. Therefore, minimizing the EMCE criterion produces
the most efficient mixture model with compact and essential

components to represent the given data set. To achieve opti-
mality of the resultant FMM, the three terms of the EMCE cri-
terion are made percentages to make them comparable and

allow for the best compromise between them. Starting with a
mixture model with kmax components, the first term of the
EMCE criterion will be too small while each one of the other
terms evaluates to one. As k decreases, the first term increases

because the sizes of the components increase, while the other
two terms decrease because components become more sepa-
rated, and their mixing weights become larger. The minimum

EMCE criterion value assures the best compromise between
compactness of the mixture components, mutual information
among them, that is, essentiality and their number, that is,

mixture complexity.
The EMCE algorithm uses both the random parameter ini-

tialization and the CEM algorithm [16] in order to reduce the
effect of obtaining sub-optimal results or approaching the

boundary of the parameter space while learning the FMM

parameters. The algorithm starts with a mixture model with
large number components kmax that is twenty in the experi-

ments shown in this paper. The CEM algorithm is used to esti-
mate parameters of the mixture model. After convergence of
the CEM algorithm, the EMCE criterion value of the current

FMM is computed. The component that has the smallest mix-
ing weight in the FMM is considered unnecessary. Therefore,
this component can be deleted from the FMM. Parameters

of the new FMM are computed by the CEM algorithm. This
process continues until there is one component in the model.
Parameters of the FMM components are estimated in every

iteration of the CEM algorithm in an ascending order accord-
ing to their mixing weights. This allows small components to
survive and reduces the likelihood that a large component ab-
sorbs small neighboring ones. Finally, the mixture model that

has the minimum EMCE criterion value is considered the opti-
mal mixture model for the input data set, and its number of
components is considered the optimal number of clusters from

which the input data set is generated. This mixture model has
the minimum number of components that have the minimum
within-component variation and the minimum mutual infor-

mation among its components. In other words, it is efficient
because it has a small number of parameters, that is, small
complexity, and its components are compact and essential,

that is, not redundant. Finally, the steps of the proposed
EMCE algorithm are shown as follows.

Program model = EMCE (data)

Step 0. Normalize the values of each input data feature to
range from 0 to 1.

Step 1. The mutual information among components of the
FMM and the number of these components should be min-
imized and the within-component variation should be min-
imally increased during optimization.

Step 2. Start with a mixture model M that has a large num-
ber of components kmax.
Step 3. Sort the mixture components in an ascending order

according to their mixing weights.
Step 4. Use the CEM algorithm to learn parameters of M.
Step 5. Compute the EMCE criterion value (see, Eq. (9)) for

the mixture model M.
Step 6. If Bestmodel is Empty then:

� Save the current mixture model M as Bestmodel.

� Save the current EMCE criterion value as
BestEMCE.

Step 7. If the current EMCE criterion value <BestEMCE

then:
� Save the current mixture model M and the cur-

rent EMCE criterion value as Bestmodel and

BestEMCE, respectively.

Step 8. If k== 1 then Go To Step 9. Else:

� Delete from M the component fa that has the
minimum mixing weight.

� Decrement k.
� Adjust the mixing weights of the other compo-

nents in M such that their summation is unity.
� Go To Step 3.

Step 9. Assign the Bestmodel that corresponds to the mini-
mum EMCE criterion value to the optimal FMM for the
input data set.

Step 10. Stop.

3. Experimental results and discussion

The performance of the EMCE algorithm is compared to the

performances of the TUMI, theMML, and the BIC algorithms
in determining the optimal number of components in a FMM

that is used for data clustering and learning parameters of these



Table 1 A comparison of the EMCE, the TUMI, the MML

and the BIC algorithms in determining the number of compo-

nents (clusters) in the FMM used for clustering data. The

number between brackets with the name of each data set is the

number of classes of this data set.

Data EMCE TUMI MML BIC

NMI K NMI K NMI K NMI K

Iris (3) 0.90 3 0.88 3 0.78 5 0.76 2

Wine (3) 0.97 3 0.04 1 0.54 2 0.73 2

Data3 (3) 1.00 3 0.02 1 0.00 1 0.00 1

Data4 (5) 1.00 5 0.00 1 0.53 2 0.00 1
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components using different data sets. All algorithms are

implemented, and experiments are carried out using the MAT-
LAB software. Data sets used are described in Section 3.1. The
method of initialization and the convergence condition of the
EM algorithm are described in Section 3.2. The measure used

to quantify how good the clustering results obtained from the
resulting FMM from each algorithm is described in Section
3.3. Results of experiments and their discussion are shown in

Section 3.4.

3.1. Data sets

Data sets used in the experiments shown in this paper have dif-
ferent types of cluster separation and different numbers of fea-

tures. These data sets are described as follows:

3.1.1. The Iris data set
This data set is commonly used in classification analysis [36]. It
consists of 150 feature vectors each of which is a vector in four-
feature space. These feature vectors represent three clusters of
equal sizes. Two clusters are overlapped in the data space. The

purpose of using this data set is to test the algorithms com-
pared when data clusters are poorly separated and when the
number of features is small.

3.1.2. The Wine data set
This data set is also commonly used in classification analysis

[36]. It consists of 178 feature vectors each of which is a vector
in 13-feature space. These feature vectors represent three clus-
ters whose sizes are 59, 71, and 48 feature vectors. The clusters

are separable in the data space. The purpose of using this data
set is to test the algorithms compared when data clusters are
separated and when the number of features is large compared

to the number of feature vectors.

3.1.3. The third data set
This data set is artificially generated such that it consists of
90 feature vectors each of which is a vector in 10-feature
space. These feature vectors are generated from three poorly

separated Gaussian-shape clusters with equal probabilities.
The centers of these clusters are l1 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0]T, l2 = [�2,�2,�2,�2,�2,�2,�2,�2,�2,�2]T, and
l3 = [2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2]T, while their covariance matrices

are identical and equal to R ¼ I10. The purpose of using this
data set is to test the algorithms compared when data clusters
are poorly separated and when the number of features is

large compared to the number of feature vectors, that is,,
the data set is sparsely distributed.

3.1.4. The fourth data set
This data set is artificially generated such that it consists of 150
feature vectors each of which is a vector in 10-feature space.

These feature vectors are generated from five separated
Gaussian-shape clusters with equal probabilities. The centers
of these clusters are l1 = [2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2]T,

l2 = [6,2,2,2,6,6,2,2,6,6]T, l3 = [2,6,6,6,2,2,6,6,2,2]T,
l4 = [4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4]T and l5 = [6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6]T,
while their covariance matrices are identical and equal to
R = 0.5I10. The purpose of using this data set is to test the

algorithms compared when data clusters are separated and
when the number of features is large compared to the number
of feature vectors, that is, the data set is sparsely distributed.
3.2. Initialization and convergence of the EM algorithm

In all experiments, the EM algorithm is initialized with a mix-
ture model that consists of 20 Gaussian components. These

components are equally weighted and they have non-restricted
covariance matrices. The center locations of these components
are randomly chosen from the data set. The covariance matri-

ces of these components are initialized similarly as R = [(1/
10d)trace(RT)]Id, where d is the number of features of the data
set and RT is the covariance matrix of the data set used. The
convergence condition used for the EM algorithm is |[LOG-

LH(t) � LOGLH(t � 10)]/LOGLH(t � 10)| < 0.01, where
LOGLH(t) and LOGLH(t � 10) are the natural logarithm of
the likelihood function at iterations (t) and (t � 10), respec-

tively. A Bayesian regularization method [37,38] is used to pre-
vent the algorithm from approaching the boundary of the
parameter space. This happens when at least one component

of the FMM collapses onto one data point resulting in a singu-
lar covariance matrix for this component. A regularization
term kId, where k is a regularization constant and Id is the

identity matrix of order d, is added to the update equation
of the covariance matrix in the M-step of the CEM algorithm.
In the experiments shown in this paper, k is set to 0.0001.

3.3. The evaluation criterion for FMM clustering results

The mutual information is a symmetric measure to quantify

the statistical information shared between two distributions
[39]. Therefore, this measure is used to quantify how good
the clustering results obtained using a FMM for a certain data

set is by comparing it to the true classification of this data set
[40]. Let X and Y be two random variables represent the true
class labels [1 . . .m] for a certain data set and the cluster labels
[1 . . .k] resulting from a FMM clustering for the same data set,

respectively. The mutual information between X and Y is de-
fined as IðX;YÞ ¼

Pm
i¼1
Pk

j¼1Pijlog2ðPij=PiPjÞ, where Pij is the
probability that a member of cluster j belongs to class i, Pi is

the probability of class i, and Pj is the probability of cluster
j. Since this measure is not bounded by the same constant
for all data sets, a normalized version that ranges from 0 to

1 is proposed for easier interpretation and comparison [40].
This normalized version is called the normalized mutual infor-
mation (NMI) and is computed as follows:

NMIðX;YÞ ¼ IðX;YÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
HðXÞHðYÞ

p ð10Þ
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Figure 1 The FMMs obtained from the algorithms compared and the distribution of the criteria used against the number of mixture

components k with the Iris data set.
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where H(X) and H(Y) denote the entropy of X and Y. The
NMI has the value of 1 when there is a one to one mapping
between the clusters obtained and the true classes (i.e.,
k= m) of a given data set. Since this measure is not biased to-

ward large k, it is preferred to compare different data parti-
tions [40,41].

3.4. Discussion of results

Table 1 shows the performances of the algorithms compared

with each one of the data sets used. The performance of each
algorithm is evaluated by the values of the NMI criterion and

the number of FMM components corresponding to the optimal
value of the criterion used by the algorithm resulting from 100
experiments. Each experiment has different random initializa-

tion values of the EM algorithm. This repetition of the experi-
ments removes the effect of initialization values of the EM

algorithm on the results of the algorithms [21]. Since the TUMI

algorithm has no criterion to evaluate its results, the average
values of the NMI criterion and the number of FMM compo-
nents rounded to the nearest integer number are used in the

comparison as shown in [21]. The shaded cells in this table rep-
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Figure 2 The FMMs obtained from the algorithms compared and the distribution of the criteria used against the number of mixture

components k with the Wine data set.
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resent the maximum values of the NMI among all algorithms

and the correct number of mixture components (clusters) with
each data set. Figs. 1–4(a–d) show examples of the FMMs ob-
tained from the algorithms compared with each one of the four

data sets used. The ellipses in these figures are isodensity curves
of each component in the FMM. These figures (e–g) also show
the distribution of the EMCE, MML and the BIC criteria
against the number of components k in the FMM through

the runtime of the corresponding algorithms.
Table 1 and Figs. 1–4 show the superiority of the EMCE

algorithm over other algorithms in all data sets. The EMCE
algorithm results in the largest NMI criterion values and the

correct number of mixture components with all data sets.
These results show that the EMCE algorithm is less sensitive
to the curse of dimensionality than all other algorithms com-

pared. This is because the proposed EMCE criterion only de-
pends on the characteristics of the FMM representing the input
data set such as the within-component/cluster variation, the
mutual information among components/clusters and the rela-

tive mixing weights of components/clusters. On the other
hand, the criteria used in the other algorithms compared de-
pend explicitly on the dimensionality of the input data set
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Figure 3 The FMMs obtained from the algorithms compared and the distribution of the criteria used against the number of mixture

components k with the third data set.
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either as a penalty to the likelihood of the FMM to represent
the input data set as in the MML and the BIC algorithms or as

a main factor in determining the density of the feature vectors
in the input data set that are used in computing the likelihood
of the FMM to represent this data set as in the TUMI algo-

rithm. In addition, the penalty term in these criteria depends
on the size of the data set n, and therefore, they underestimate
the number of clusters with small-size data sets. In the MML

algorithm, components of zero mixing weights are deleted
through learning of parameters of the FMM; therefore, the
MML/K curve does not cover the whole range of K in the
examples shown in Figs. 1–4. This problem results from poor

initialization of FMM parameters that lead to the generation
of empty components or clusters [43].

4. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, the commonly used criteria for determining the

number of FMM components required to fit an input data set
are reviewed. A new algorithm, called the efficient model with
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compact and essential components (EMCE) algorithm is pro-
posed. It is based on a new proposed model selection crite-
rion, called the EMCE criterion. This algorithm overcomes
problems of the algorithms that use the penalized-likelihood

or the Mutual Information criteria with small and sparse
data. This algorithm produces a single frame for model esti-
mation and selection for data clustering. Empirical analysis

shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms the TUMI,
the MML, and the BIC algorithms, especially with small
and sparse data that may be generated from overlapping

clusters.
In the future, feature weighting may be used to reduce the

effect of redundant features of the input data set. This will al-
low the EMCE algorithm to accurately handle too sparse data
sets to find out their cluster structures, both the optimum num-
bers of clusters and cluster membership for each input feature
vector. For example, the EMCE algorithm may be used in

determining the Health Inequality structure of the world coun-
tries when applied on Health Inequality data sets [42]. These
data sets contain a large number of features compared with

the number of feature vectors, that is, sparse data.
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